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Abstract 
Podcasting, or long-form audio journalism distributed digitally to consumers, represents 
one of the biggest and most recent transformations in journalism in recent decades. As of 
October 2020, there were more than 1.5 million podcast shows, with more than 34 million 
episodes (Winn, 2020). Podcasts have matured since their early days and now encompass a wide 
variety of styles and storytelling techniques. All this means more people –  from journalists and 
amateurs to celebrities and public figures – are creating digital audio content than ever before. 
Researchers have studied how podcasts can be used as an educational tool in the classroom, but 
have not looked closely at the pedagogy behind teaching podcasting, either in-person or online.  
The purpose of this research study is to investigate best practices for teaching a 
skills-based course like podcasting online. The findings reveal that defining course outcomes is 
the single-most important step in planning and executing a successful online course. And in an 
online podcasting course, one of those course outcomes should be for students to produce a 
podcast episode. Teaching a successful podcasting course online can be done by carefully 
considering what material to present in synchronous versus asynchronous ways, teaching 
technical and storytelling skills, and refining students’ listening capacity throughout the course.  
Through a series of in-depth interviews, this research is meant to improve the 
understanding of how to best teach podcasting online and to provide clarity to journalists and 
journalism educators looking to take advantage of the massive shift to online learning and build 
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The world of journalism in the digital age continues to change at rapid speed. News is 
now produced in forms and on platforms that were non-existent 20 years ago – including blogs, 
social media, and podcasts – and these changes are happening faster than university curricula can 
keep up (Jeanti, 2015). These technological changes, coupled with strong economic pressures, 
have forced both journalism practitioners and journalism educators to rethink traditional 
approaches and embrace innovation. In professional spaces, it’s meant rethinking the delivery of 
news and training journalists to do so in ways that are flexible, innovative and enterprising. In 
the academic world, it’s meant a need to rethink the value and applicability of a journalism 
degree and embrace the converging media landscape (Gotlieb, McLaughlin, & Cummins, 2017). 
 One influential transformation in journalism has been the rise in popularity of podcasting, 
or long-form audio journalism. According to Edison Research and Triton Digital survey data, the 
percentage of Americans who have listened to a podcast has substantially increased over the last 
decade: as of 2019, 51 percent of Americans ages 12 and older have listened to a podcast and 32 
percent have listened to a podcast in the past month, up from 26 percent in 2018 and just 9 
percent in 2008 (The Infinite Dial, 2019). Also of note is the sheer number of podcasts in 
existence: as of October 2020, there were more than 1.5 million podcast shows, with more than 
35 million episodes (Winn, 2020). Podcasts have matured since their early days and now 
encompass a wide variety of styles and storytelling techniques, from the interview show and solo 
podcast to fiction and non-fiction narratives and repurposed content (Corbett, n.d.). All this 
means more people – from journalists and amateurs to celebrities and public figures – are 
creating digital audio content than ever before. Podcasts are one way journalists and news 
organizations have adapted to a rapidly changing media landscape.  
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Until a few years ago, it was entirely possible that journalism students would have known 
little of audio and its capacity as a storytelling medium beyond their local radio stations, but that 
all changed with the release of the podcast ​Serial ​(from the creators of the public radio show ​This 
American Life​) in 2014 and the enormous rise in the medium’s popularity (Wake & Bahfen, 
2016). Still, scholarly research on podcasting is still developing, and what has been written about 
the format focuses largely on the use of podcasts as a teaching tool, not on teaching the 
storytelling and production skills required to make podcasts.  
This is all happening while rapid changes in the media landscape reveal potential for 
journalists and journalism educators to rethink their programs and online course offerings. 
According to the National Center for Educational Statistics, in 2018, the percent of students 
enrolled in distance education courses in postsecondary institutions in the fall was 34.7%, based 
on 6,124 institutions (U.S. Department of Education, 2018). Still, research suggests journalism 
and communication schools have been slow to adopt online learning, and the field has garnered 
little attention from researchers within the journalism disciplines (Blankenship & Gibson, 2015; 
Castañeda, 201l; Lynch, 2015; Moore, 2014). Some proponents of online education believe the 
platform may be one way for academic units within journalism programs to maintain or increase 
enrollment. And given the rise in online classes offered by higher education institutions, it’s 
important for journalism programs to continue to explore the factors related to student learning 
outcomes and the success of online instruction (Limperos et al., 2015). Unless it seriously 
considers online pedagogies, journalism education may end up far behind other disciplines 
(Castañeda, 2011).  
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Another sudden and monumental shift affecting online education is the COVID-19 
pandemic of 2020, which has forced educators and students of all ages across the globe to 
suddenly use technology to teach and learn online (Bary, 2020). Before the pandemic, “the 
global education technology sector, which includes online learning, was growing about 15.4% a 
year, with big name companies such as Google and Microsoft investing heavily in the industry” 
(Toth Stub, 2020, para. 5). One out of three college students now takes at least one course online 
during their college career, a share that has increased threefold over the past decade, according to 
Bettinger and Loeb (2017). And according to a report by the ICEF Monitor, a market research 
firm focusing on international education, factors such as convenience, geography and the need to 
work while studying are driving most of the growth in online learning, especially in the higher 
education sector (Garrett, 2018). All that was accelerated even further on March 1, 2020 when 
“six governments instituted nationwide school closures due to the deadly coronavirus pandemic, 
and by the end of the month, 185 countries had closed, affecting 90 percent of the world’s 
students” (Winthrop, 2020, para. 1). Even if just temporarily, the pandemic has forced students 
and educators to experiment with digital learning, and like any crisis, there are challenges and 
opportunities. On one end, distance learning might reinforce teaching and learning approaches 
that do not work well, raise the level of inequality among students, and create poor experiences 
with ed-tech that make longer-term buy-in for good use of ed-tech harder in the future. On the 
other end, the pandemic might help accelerate blended learning approaches, improve the curation 
and use of high quality teaching and learning materials, grow teacher collaboration, and improve 
learning (Winthrop, 2020).  
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Given the proliferation and popularity of podcasts, and the growth of online learning in 
general, what follows is a review of the literature and an argument for using online teaching 
models to create podcast curriculum and train prospective podcasters in innovative ways while 
staying current with industry needs. While it’s still too early to know where exactly online 
education will land after the pandemic, this project researches ways journalists, journalism 
educators, and media organizations can quickly and nimbly leverage their expertise in various 
types of content to create quality online courses for niche audiences. More specifically, the 
purpose of this research is to conduct a series of interviews to learn the best multi-disciplinary 
pedagogy for teaching skills-based courses such as podcasting online – including curriculum, 
lecture creation and format – and develop best practices for individuals and organizations 
wanting to branch out into educational content.  
Literature Review  
 
Journalism and journalism education are at a crossroads. Changes in the media industry 
are happening fast, and that requires an innovative and adaptable mindset, both in industry and in 
education. The literature highlighted in this review includes perspectives from both academic 
research (including ​podcasting, podcasting education, and online journalism education​) and 
industry ​(including podcast metrics, best practices in audio production, and recent changes in 
online learning​.) The review is organized in these thematic categories as a way to highlight the 
intersection of online teaching, podcasting education, and journalism. Taken as a whole, the 
material offers a framework for viewing the potential for online podcast education, as well as 
many areas of further research potential.  
History of Podcasting 
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A podcast is an audio recording that can be delivered directly to consumers’ media 
devices, including portable music players, computers, laptops and smartphones (Kidd, 2011). 
Podcasts are unique because of their availability online, relative ease of production, staggered 
release and playability at any time (Drew, 2017). Podcasts date back to 2000 when software 
developer Dave Winer published RSS 0.92, a new version of the RSS (Rich Site Summary or 
Really Simple Syndication) Web syndication format and one of the backbones of newsfeed 
aggregators and Web 2.0 tools (Bottomley, 2015). Winer created RSS feeds in response to 
requests from former MTV VJ Adam Curry and continued to experiment with using RSS feeds 
to carry audio files (Winer, 2000). By 2004, Chen says the term “podcasting” was beginning to 
emerge as a viable technology and many technologists cited Curry’s release of an RSS-to-iPod 
“podcatcher” client called iPodder and the “launch of podcasting’s first breakout program, Daily 
Source Code, as watershed moments in the medium’s path to widespread use” (as cited in 
Bottomley, 2015, p. 164). A podcast RSS feed contains information about a show and its 
episodes and transfers that information to podcast directories, like Apple Podcasts or Spotify, 
and in turn to listeners, each time a new episode is published. By 2005, the term “podcast'' was 
chosen as the New Oxford American Dictionary’s Word of the Year, and Apple took podcasting 
to the mainstream with the release of iTunes 4.9, which at the time, was the latest version of its 
digital music software and online music store (Apple, 2005). The release allowed iTunes users to 
subscribe to the more than 3,000 free podcasts that existed at the time by automatically 
delivering audio files over the Internet to their computer and iPod.  
Between 2005 and 2013, podcasting remained a niche medium, struggling to break 
through as a “mass” medium. Industry observers cited podcasting’s relatively limited growth to 
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“everything from difficulties monetizing the medium, to competition from online video to its 
very name: the term ‘podcast’ being closely associated with a single company, Apple, and a 
product, the iPod, that had become all but obsolete in the smartphone era” (Bottomley, 2015). 
Still, growth continued and by 2013, “Apple surpassed the one billion subscriptions mark for 
podcasts via its iTunes platform – a remarkable milestone for a medium that was barely a decade 
old” (Bottomley, 2015, p. 164). Industry observers note that podcasting really took off in 2014 
with the release of the ​Serial​, an investigative journalism podcast that was the fastest podcast to 
reach five million downloads in iTunes history (Dredge, 2014). Six years later, in July 2020, The 
New York Times Company announced it had agreed to buy Serial Productions, the company 
behind ​Serial​, for a reported $25 million (Abrams, 2020).  
The resurgence of podcasts, according to Banville (2015), has given a bounce to 
everything that radio now means: podcasts, NPR, crowdfunding and non-traditional storytelling 
delivered in non-traditional ways. With the help of evolving technology, smartphones, and smart 
speakers, the percentage of podcast listeners in America has substantially increased over the past 
decade, according to the Pew Research Center (Trends and Facts, 2019). Podcasts certainly share 
aural characteristics, practices, and institutions with traditional broadcast radio. But as a medium, 
podcasts have also presented their own culture beyond radio that encompasses amateurs, 
educators, marketers, artists, public relations practitioners, and politicians to create a progressive 
self-identity as a medium (Sellas & Sola, 2019). Today, the most successful podcasts in the 
so-called podcast renaissance use what the literature describes as personal audio narrative in 
journalism (Lindgren, 2016). Podcasting is part of an explosion of immersive storytelling in 
digital publishing, whose success is not only a factor of development in audio technology, as 
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Dowling and Miller note, but also experimentation in reporting and storytelling for 
thought-provoking documentary narrative, longform content known industrially as deep dives 
(2019). This movement and growth in podcasting are linked to the intimate nature of the audio 
medium. Lindgren argues that radio has a capacity to privilege the unique and emotional 
qualities of the human voice by sharing personal experiences (2016). She says the rapid growth 
of this style via podcasting and the millions of downloads around the world are evidence of the 
popularity of innovation as well as listeners’ connection to stories and the human experience.  
Podcasting Education 
Scholars have enthusiastically written about the use of podcasts as educational tools in 
the classroom and as a medium to ​distribute​ knowledge, particularly by universities, schools, 
individual academics, and high school teachers drawn to the medium (Wake & Bahfen, 2016). 
But there is a dearth of research on the actual ​production​ of podcasts, particularly within 
journalism programs, even though “an increasing number of traditional media outlets 
(newspapers and online) now encourage journalists to use podcasts to distribute work” (Wake & 
Bahfen, 2016). 
Generally speaking, podcasting courses are available on online learning platforms, both 
as free, massive open online courses, or MOOCs, or as paid courses on sites such as Udemy, 
Coursera, LinkedIn Learning, Creative Live, and SkillShare, that serve millions of people. 
Loizzo, Watson, and Watson (2018) found that MOOCs have the potential to increase learners’ 
journalism content knowledge and to reach nontraditional learners, engage citizen journalists, 
and mobilize learners who may not typically enroll in for-credit college classes. Only until 
recently have U.S. universities started to offer podcasting classes, including courses at UCLA, 
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University of Southern California, the University of Arizona, Northeastern University, and 
Columbia University. At the University of Minnesota, podcasting instructor Sarah Lemanczky 
created a course as a result of student demand, and she said UMN, like many universities, “didn’t 
want to make an investment in podcasting if it was just going to be a fad”  (Niemeyer, 2018, 
para. 14). More recently and before the pandemic, some media companies like Rupert Murdoch’s 
News Corp, Discovery Education, and NBC Learn had invested in digital endeavors as ways to 
create educational content and diversify revenue (Quillen, 2011). For example, Google has 
teamed up with PRX, the non-profit audio journalism and storytelling media company, to create 
a podcast creator program to train, mentor and provide resources to underrepresented voices in 
podcasting around the world (Google Podcast Creator Program, n.d.). Between September 2020 
and July 2021, the program expects to train three cohorts of podcast creators from around the 
world. NPR offers web-based podcast tutorials via its free NPR Training website, and the San 
Francisco-based public radio station KQED has created an online professional learning platform 
called KQED Teach dedicated to engaging participants in a hands-on approach to learning digital 
media literacy skills, including podcasting. The corporate mission of many news organizations, 
including public radio, includes fostering and furthering a sense of education. As Felice 
Nudelman, executive director of education for the New York Times Co., said: “The missions of 
journalism and digital education have converged in part because news-gathering and educating 
both are becoming increasingly collaborative and reliant on digital media” (Quillen, 2011, para. 
8). 
While most scholarly writing about podcasting focuses on how podcasting might be used 
as a teaching tool to add value to learning in the classroom, at least one study discusses the 
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process of teaching the production skills to create podcasts. According to Bejtullahu, Kunz, and 
Stoicescu, students who learn how to conceptualize and produce a podcast “autonomously 
acquire theoretical and empirical knowledge relevant to their topic and foster attentiveness to 
human voices, choices, limits, emotions, misunderstandings, hopes, missed expectations, and so 
forth… namely, it helps them become better attuned to the importance of listening, voicing, and 
ways of un/re-scripting the difficult, at time ambiguous, conversations” (2018, p. 3, 5). In their 
essay, Bejtullahu, Kunz, and Stoicescu explore the potential for podcasting in teaching peace and 
war by drawing on their collective expertise of co-teaching a course on International Security 
using podcasting in an interactive process of teaching, learning, and evaluation. They explain 
that when students design and produce their own podcast, they not only use them as a source of 
information, but also experience “podcasting as a more creative and reflective process of 
exploring and narrating challenging stories about peace and war” (2018, p. 1). Specifically, they 
point to how the responsibility of delivering a product encourages a more “attentive examination 
of its content and the development of academic responsibility toward it” (Bejtullahu, Kunz, and 
Stoicescu, 2018, p. 2). 
Abroad, some literature on podcasting education in Australia and New Zealand exists, 
and the research indicates that there has not been a cross-university increase in the emphasis on 
podcasting, or experimental radio, within radio journalism courses. In those courses, the 
emphasis remains on standard industry-based audio journalism that could be aired immediately 
on public radio networks (Wake & Bahfen, 2016). Wake and Bahfen, both experienced radio 
journalists and journalism educators, set out to ask whether the success of ​Serial​ and other 
similar podcasts increased the prominence of audio within journalism curriculum in universities 
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in the South Pacific. To do this, the researchers visited the website of each member institution of 
the Journalism Education and Research Association of Australia (including those in New 
Zealand, Papua New Guinea, and Fiji) to determine if they offered courses that specifically 
mentioned radio/audio/podcasting. This website audit included institutions listed as both public 
universities and privately-run education colleges (Wake & Bahfen, 2016). Because website 
information is not always current, the researchers also sent emails to each institution to check the 
accuracy of the information published on their website. While they were not able to determine a 
direct link between one particular podcast series and the journalism curriculum, they were able to 
create a baseline map of audio within journalism curricula in Australia, New Zealand, Papua 
New Guinea, and Fiji. What they found is that while the so-called radio renaissance has lifted the 
profile of audio journalism and narrative storytelling through podcasts in recent years, there is 
still ample opportunity for journalism programs to better meet the new audio demand and 
incorporate various teaching methods to do so.  Wake and Bahfen conclude that “the kind of 
podcasts that are being popularised by ​This American Life​ have helped maintain the place of 
audio in Australian journalism curriculum” (2016, p. 239). This would support the notion that 
podcasting is the latest example of the pressing need to understand trends and adapt quickly to 
new platforms, as journalism continues to be disrupted by changes in technology and approach 
(Gotlieb et al., 2017).  
Teaching Journalism Online 
Even before the emergence of podcasting, the fast-changing nature of today’s media 
landscape had challenged journalism schools to keep up and adapt to both teaching ​about​ new 
platforms and teaching ​on​ new platforms. In ​Above and Beyond: Looking at the Future of 
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Journalism Education​, the 2015 Knight Foundation reports that 39% of educators say journalism 
education keeps up with industry changes a little or not at all. Editors and staffers are even 
harsher, with 48% saying J-schools are not keeping up with changes in the field, pushing some 
news organizations, in some cases, to take journalism education into their own hands (Lynch, 
2015). For example, according to Quinn, Reuters in London established its own Journalism 
Academy in 2005 because it considered university courses irrelevant (2010). In 2008, the 
Statesman Group, the oldest newspaper company in India, launched its own journalism school in 
Kolkata after citing concerns about the relevance of university journalism programs (Quinn, 
2010). The New York Times and Ball State University have also teamed up to offer a certificate 
in emerging media journalism. And the Poynter Institute's online News University, NewsU, 
website offers many free courses (Castañeda, 2011). Du and Thornburg also found that for 
decades, journalism education has been criticised for failing to move in tandem with the real 
world of newsrooms, noting that “professional journalists chide journalism professors for 
attempting to teach students about what they see as a trade best learned in practice. Many 
journalism educators feel an antipathy or estrangement between themselves and the working 
press,” (2011, p. 218).  
In 1999, Cisco Systems CEO John Chambers said “the next big killer application for the 
Internet is going to be education,” and argued that demand for education over the Internet would 
rise in a competitive global economy and that e-learning would provide faster learning at lower 
cost, with more accountability (Friedman, 1999, para. 9). While distance education enrollment 
increased for the fourteenth straight year leading up to 2018, those enrollments are highly 
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concentrated in a relatively small number of institutions, and almost half of distance education 
students are concentrated in just five percent of institutions (Seaman, Allen, & Seaman, 2018).  
To date, general research examining the effectiveness of online platforms and methods in 
teaching journalism, and more specifically podcasting, has been absent. This comes as several 
changes have taken place both in technology and in education. “Internet-based educational 
software such as WebCT and Blackboard make it possible for universities to put more courses 
online… more universities see online education as a way to increase revenue...and online courses 
provide greater access to education for ‘distance’ students and reduce impediments to timely 
graduation for ‘on campus’ students” (Moore, 2014, p. 272). In her study of 113 programs 
accredited in 2008-2009, Castañeda found online degree programs were rare at most 
ACEJMC-accredited journalism schools and programs, even though this type of curricular 
innovation was, at the time, booming overall at the post-secondary level across the United States 
(2011). She suggests this is because most journalism programs are racing to keep pace with 
changes in the media landscape by introducing the teaching of multimedia skills in traditional 
classrooms instead of developing web-based degrees or courses. She also found the biggest 
factors hindering the creation of online courses or degree programs were fears about teaching 
skills online, keeping up with the constant technological changes in the media industry and lack 
of technological support and training for faculty and students. Critics of online journalism 
learning also argue that online courses are too expensive to develop, take more time to create and 
teach, and require a certain amount of self-sufficiency on the part of the student (Castañeda, 
2011). And more broadly, a common concern in online education has historically been whether it 
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offers the same quality education as in-person courses, although perceptions have improved from 
57.2 percent in 2003 to 77 percent in 2013, according to Allen and Seaman (2013).  
It’s worth noting that this research on online journalism education is now several years 
old and at the time of Castañeda’s survey, some schools indicated that plans were in place to 
increase their online learning opportunities. A benefit of online courses, Castañeda argues, is that 
because online students are not limited by location, journalism programs that create effective 
online programs may become leaders in the field. Krueger argues one example of an online 
curriculum that has consistently delivered publishing skills to students around the world is 
Poynter’s NewsU (2012). She references Wayne Garcia, journalism instructor at the School of 
Mass Communications at the University of South Florida-Tampa. He points to NewsU's 
approach as solid, using strong instructors with strong foundational skills in journalism but 
teaching them in a way, online, that is maybe more native to this generation of learners. Krueger 
says the number of students who have taken online or have online access to courses from high 
school to college continues to grow. And even students who haven’t taken a formal online course 
are increasingly using informal e-learning, like video tutorials on YouTube. A challenge in 
looking at best practices for online journalism education is that “research comparing in-person to 
online learning comes from many disciplines and does not benefit from the kinds of controls that 
scientists prefer; courses, teachers, students and class composition vary too much to make 
comparisons easily” (Carey, 2020, para. 9). 
While not specifically about online journalism or online podcasting education, some 
research exists regarding broader online communication and public relations pedagogy. In one 
study looking at the effects of online interaction and instructor presence in students’ satisfaction 
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with online undergraduate public relations courses, Moore found that student-student interaction 
and self-discipline are the strongest predictors of success and satisfaction with online courses 
(2014). The study used secondary data analysis by compiling data (total students, discussion 
board comments and announcements, end-of-term pass/D/F/withdrawal rates and student 
evaluations of instructors) from online undergraduate PR courses. Another study by Weissmann 
et al. (2019) examined current trends in fully online master’s degree programs in public relations 
and strategic communications offered by regionally accredited, public and private nonprofit 
institutions in the U.S. That study appears to be the first to identify the full range of online 
master’s programs in public relations and assess how their basic characteristics compare to 
on-campus counterparts and industry standards (Weissman et al, 2019). “Common challenges 
that surfaced included developing and updating courses, faculty training, building community, 
providing student services, and maintaining enrollment… the time and resources it takes to 
develop courses, keep content updated or ‘fresh,’ andtrain faculty in new pedagogies and 
technologies posed ongoing challenges for programs” (Weissman et al, 2019, p. 380). 
Furthermore, Smallwood and Brunner found that “presenting a real-life project that requires 
teamwork and interaction coupled with supportive scaffolding encouraged student engagement 
and collaboration in an online team-based project” (2017, p. 456). The study was limited to one 
project across courses at two universities and nearly half the students provided open-ended 
feedback to identify themes (Smallwood and Brunner, 2017). Further research by Moore and 
Jones on the effectiveness of online instruction in teaching grammar as part of a journalism 
writing course found that an online setting where students take full responsibility for learning 
may be the best method for grammar instruction (2015). The study examined pretest and posttest 
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scores for different grammar concepts as well as gathered insights into instruction via student 
evaluations. “Compared with students in traditional face-to-face classrooms, students in the 
online and hybrid courses had to make sense of grammatical errors on their own, actively seek 
out what each type of grammar issue was, and constantly restructure their grammar knowledge 
as they encountered new sentence problems. This made them ‘own’ their learning experience in 
a complex learning environment” (Moore & Jones, 2015, p. 18). 
Online Education: Best Practices 
While there are gaps in research specific to online journalism education, there is abundant 
research examining online education more broadly. In the recent study “Suddenly Online: An 
National Survey of Undergraduates during the COVID-19 Pandemic,” researchers looked at 
what worked in spring 2020 when universities were forced to move online (Means & Neisler, 
2020). In that survey, students cited eight instructional practices identified through past research 
as contributing to more effective online teaching and learning, including: assignments that ask 
students to express what they have learned and what they still need to learn; breaking up class 
activities into shorter pieces than in an in-person course; frequent quizzes or other assignments; 
live sessions in which students can ask questions and participate in discussions; meeting in 
“breakout groups” during a live class; personal messages to individual students about how they 
are doing in the course or to make sure they can access course material; using real world 
examples to illustrate course content; and working on group projects separately from the course 
meeting. 
In addition to the above practices, Pelz (2014) outlined three guiding principles for 
effective online pedagogy. The first principle is to let the students do (most of) the work. He 
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noted that the more quality time students spend engaged in content, the more of that content they 
learn (as cited in Sanga, 2018). Ragan also agrees with this approach, stating that “the goal is to 
empower the online learner to take responsibility for managing their own learning experience 
and free the instructor to concentrate their time and energy on crafting a truly engaged learning 
experience” (2017, p. 8). The second principle Pelz lays out is to give students the opportunity to 
interact, as it is the heart and soul of effective asynchronous learning. Online technologies can 
encourage more engagement with students, who are largely digital natives, by surfacing 
questions learners have around the material, using polls to get a sense of the aggregate 
temperature of the room, having students engage in smaller group conversations, and inviting 
students’ answers to particular questions (Best Practices: Online Pedagogy, 2020).​ ​And the final 
principle, according to Pelz, is for instructors to strive for presence: social, cognitive, and 
teaching presence. Sanga argues that “online instruction needs to drive learners not only to 
interact with content, but also with one another and the instructor. This calls for employment of 
teaching strategies that make learners doers of knowledge as opposed to web consumers of 
knowledge” (2018, p. 17).  
Long-Term Pandemic Impact 
There are plenty of resources scattered in bits and pieces on the web about how to create 
a podcast, but not many that come directly from radio journalists, journalism educators, or other 
professionals in audio storytelling. Because of the pandemic’s disruption of many industries, 
there will be many individuals, small business owners, and others who will be looking to 
improve their digital literacy, learn skills to help transition more of their work to digital spaces, 
and create digital products, including podcasts. At the same time, much is being written about 
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how the pandemic will change nearly every aspect of modern life, including education. While 
“the pandemic might permanently change the character of higher learning in America – its 
culture, its role in society and in the economy, and the business models that sustain it,” the global 
health crisis will also likely change the nature of learning in a broader sense (Aoun, 2020, para. 
2). Journalists and media organizations have lived through nearly two decades of industry 
disruption. Many have embraced an entrepreneurial spirit and built new ventures and verticles 
for delivering news and information to audiences on new platforms. Now, with higher education 
facing its own disruption, professional journalists have an opportunity to build on their expertise 
and create educational content that serves the needs of students, business owners, and others who 
are interested in a certain set of skills. More and more, people are realizing that online instruction 
is no longer the exclusive job of institutions of higher education. Around the world, people are 
turning to their screens, YouTube videos, and topic-based communities in unprecedented 
numbers to connect, learn, and form communities. And more people are coming to accept that 
while not the same as in-person instruction, online learning offers a “different form of 
instruction, but it is not objectively inferior to traditional instructional modes” (Dennihy, 2020, 
para. 4). The COVID-19 pandemic has caused a global disruption in education that has created 
an opportunity for professionals such as journalists to broaden the view of the work that they do, 
teach others, and make the most of the massive shifts in learning that are currently taking place 
around the world.  
Although there is abundant research on online learning and the use of podcasting in 
classroom settings, there are gaps when it comes to podcasting education, particularly to best 
teach audio skills like podcasting using online platforms. Understanding these best pedagogical 
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practices is of particular and timely importance, as the pandemic has shifted the way students and 
educators across the globe learn and teach subjects of all kinds. Additionally, by investigating 
best practices for online audio education, including course design, communication and use of 
multimedia technologies, instructors can be better informed to improve the delivery of 
information to students in online learning settings. Little research currently exists for educators 
to reference regarding successful online podcasting instruction, and this project represents 
important baseline knowledge in that area. Specifically, this project seeks to answer the 
following questions: 
RQ1: What are the best practices for developing curriculum and determining class format  
for an online podcasting class?  
RQ2:  What specific teaching technology is the most useful when teaching skills-based 
courses online? 
RQ3: What implications does the 2020-2021 pandemic have on preparing future online 
courses in podcasting? 
Research Methods/Procedures 
What follows were the steps I took to develop, plan, collect, and analyze insights from 
interviews and existing literature to create a set of best practices, sample syllabus, and one 
module for an online podcasting course.  
Planning the Study 
To understand best practices for teaching skills-based courses online, I conducted 
qualitative research through a series of 11 in-depth interviews over video conferencing software. 
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I recruited study participants based on five multi-disciplinary categories. First, I identified two 
instructors from leading university journalism programs with audio course offerings, as well as 
two non-academic online educators. I also worked with a number of professional contacts to 
identify two active podcasters, three instructional instructional designers, and two online 
pedagogy experts.  I used snowball sampling to identify additional participants who were 
suggested by the initial sources I contact. An initial connection was made with study participants 
via email, and I recruited the participants using a standardized email template (see Appendix A). 
The interviews were semi-structured and each lasted between 30 and 45 minutes. This allowed 
me to gather a multi-disciplinary, timely sampling of best practices from instructors, podcasters 
and online education experts. This project received approval from the Office of Human Research 
Ethics from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
Developing Research Material  
After identifying and securing interviews with 11 experts (two from four categories; three 
from one), I used the interview protocol (Appendix B), including a semi-structured script, to 
ensure consistency among all the interviews. The script helped structure each interview with a 
series of questions to standardize the process, but also allowed for follow-up questions as 
needed. Prior to the recorded interviews, I offered participants detailed information in writing 
about the research, explained the process I planned to use to analyze their answers, ensured 
anonymity, and offered them the ability to opt out at any point. Before the interviews, I also took 
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After securing experts, I scheduled individual interviews at an agreed upon time with 
each source. As anticipated, each interview lasted between 30 and 45 minutes. At the time of the 
interview, I began by explaining the purpose of the interview, explaining why each participant 
had been chosen, outlined expectations, obtained verbal consent and informed participants that 
their identity would be anonymous. I proceeded with the interview using the semi-structured 
script and used the same protocol for each participant. I recorded video and audio of each 
interview on video conferencing software. 
Analyzing Data  
Following each in-depth interview, I transcribed and analyzed each interview, pulling 
themes from each one, grouping themes that emerged from various interviews, and identifying 
ways that those themes related to specific aspects of the sample syllabus. I then deleted the audio 
and video files and transferred the anonymized transcript to a secure, cloud-based document for 
further analysis. To protect the identity of research participants, each subject was assigned a 
participant number. I shared participants’ names only with my thesis committee chair. Any 
quotes or publication about this research references participants in general in place of specific 
identifying information. In analyzing the data, I looked for themes, sentences, and common 
phrases that emerged and considered how they might fit together.  
Findings/Deliverables 
The deliverable for this research is two-fold. After analyzing the findings from the 
interviews, I identified high-level themes for best practices for teaching podcasting online and 
incorporated those best practices as findings into my final write up. I then used those findings to 
create a corresponding sample syllabus, and I built out one sample module on Canvas, a popular 
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online learning management system. I did not publish that module since it represents just one 
portion of a broader course, but I gave my committee members access to the platform for 
preview viewing. I also included screengrabs of the various pages within that course on Canvas. 
Interview Themes/Best Practices 
After evaluating the content from the in-depth interviews, I found 15 recurring themes 
from the 11 interviewed participants. Below is a description and summary of each theme and 
related ideas, formatted as a best practices list, to highlight tactics and broad perspectives offered 
by research participants. This list is meant to help journalists and journalism educators plan and 
design a beginning podcasting course taught online.  
#1. Define course learning outcomes first 
Repeated throughout the interviews was the resounding importance of using backwards 
design ​– ​ a method of designing an educational curriculum by setting goals before choosing 
instructional methods and forms of assessment ​– ​ before tackling any other aspect of designing 
the curriculum for an online podcasting class. The method requires instructors to identify the 
desired results, determine acceptable levels of evidence, and design activities that will make 
those results happen. “When you think about the final product, it just allows you to be more 
intentional about the types of learning materials, types of assessments like activities, that you 
have throughout the entire course, always with that focus on the end goal,” one participant said. 
“The tendency is we want to throw in a lot of stuff in our courses and we want our courses to be 
as wonderful and exciting as they can be and as relevant to students. But...no matter how great or 
how cool or wonderful the activity is, if it doesn't make the cut, it’s out,” said another participant. 
Defining these key learning objectives also allows instructors not to worry too much if not all 
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students grasp individual concepts at the same time because those core pieces will be woven into 
each unit. All 11 participants agree that in an online podcasting class, the goal should be for 
students to create a podcast, which is the next theme. Using backwards design also allows 
students to not only work toward that goal, but it also helps them think about how to develop a 
podcast that can create value ​– ​either informational, educational, or entertaining ​–​ for the end 
user before getting into the technical or storytelling aspects of podcasting.  
#2. Set a learning objective to make a podcast by the end of the course 
Learning about podcasts from a theoretical perspective alone is not enough in an online 
podcasting course, according to all 11 interview participants. Students should walk away with 
the foundational knowledge about podcasting and the podcasting industry as well as be able to 
successfully produce a podcast episode. Participants agreed a good podcasting curriculum should 
lead to a big project students do before the end of the program so they have something to show 
beyond the scope of the class. “There is a lot of research that suggests that those students who 
actually create something to demonstrate to others, whether it's their peers or whether it's the 
public at large, they tend to commit more effort into it because they know it's going to be seen,” 
one participant said. Participants differed, however, in how that final product should be 
structured and whether it should be distributed or made public in any way. Some said students 
should be allowed to choose what podcast format to use in the final product; other suggested 
instructors determine the podcast format for the final project based on the course level and 
complexity of the podcasting style. One participant suggested framing the final project as a 
podcast pitch with a pilot episode that students can continue to produce after the class if they’d 
like. As far as publishing and distributing the podcast, all participants agreed on the importance 
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of publishing the final work. “When you have that tangible, real thing out there, it becomes more 
meaningful. It raises the stakes and makes it a little scary, but at the same time that's a good goal 
to have,” one participant said. Some participants said that distribution should happen on the 
standard podcasting platforms like Apple Podcasts, Spotify and Stitcher, while others said it 
would suffice to distribute to a small group of peers or publish and share on a website, YouTube 
or SoundCloud. “Aim to make the content publishable on a site like SoundCloud, but not 
necessarily as a Podcast RSS. There’s too much to teach in a beginning class to ensure you’ll 
have quality content for an actual podcast,” one participant said. 
#3. Class size matters 
Participants described the importance of class size in an online podcasting course and 
generally agreed on an ideal size of 15 to 20, with most landing on 15 students and one 
participant saying the maximum size could be as large as 25. That range reflects an instructor’s 
ability to “be able to have the bandwidth to provide people with that kind of audio editing 
feedback, to provide people with creative feedback, and to be able to really workshop pitches 
together as a group,” one participant said. Smaller classes are okay, too, but if they get too small, 
an instructor risks losing some of the class dynamics, especially if the group happens to be more 
introverted. 
#4. Carefully consider what material to present asynchronously 
When teaching an online course, participants agreed there are many benefits to having as 
many asynchronous activities as possible and then allowing students to share what they learn, 
and to learn from one another, in synchronous ways. When considering what material in an 
online podcasting course to teach asynchronously, participants agreed the material that works 
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best includes: pre-recorded lectures; reading material students are expected to complete on their 
own; software tutorials in short, video format; and classroom conversations via discussion 
boards. “Offer bite-sized video tutorials of various editing problems they are likely to encounter. 
Use video to demonstrate the skills so they can watch and re-watch,” one participant said. All 11 
participants agreed to avoid live lectures and live software demonstrations. “Long lectures, live, 
are terrible. Don’t do it,” one participant said. “Don’t try to teach software live. Record those so 
you’re not wasting time in-person and tuning students out. They can also rewatch if they get 
stuck. Use software that does hotspots,” so they can follow along, said another. Above all, using 
video to demonstrate audio editing skills and software allows instructors to walk students 
step-by-step, explain the interface and what it means, and how to best use it in a more self-paced 
way for students. 
#5. Carefully consider what material to present synchronously  
With the majority of the work happening asynchronously, participants agreed 
synchronous time should then be used to discuss skills, ideas and storytelling. Synchronous time 
can also be used to discuss how an assignment went, solicit questions from students’ 
experiences, answer specific questions about the execution of the lessons, and learn from each 
others’ challenges and successes. “So you're flipping the instruction a little bit,” one participant 
said. That conversation - rather than lecture or traditional instruction - is what helps students 
create connections and trust with each other and the instructor. That is especially important 
because synchronous time can also be used to critique work, a process that requires trust and 
honesty to work well in a classroom environment. Two participants also recommended using 
synchronous time to discuss a podcast the class is listening to together. There was no consensus 
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on whether synchronous sessions should be required or optional: one participant recommended 
synchronous sessions be used sparingly and not be required, in order to accommodate students 
while also providing an opportunity for those who are able and interested in engaging in a deeper 
way with the content. All live sessions should be recorded and posted in the learning 
management system for other students to be able to learn from that session, even if they were 
unable to attend live.  
#6. Length of synchronous sessions matters 
Participants described screen fatigue and emphasized the importance of keeping the 
length of live sessions no longer than 45 minutes, with 20-45 minutes being the ideal amount of 
time. “It’s just hard to stare at a screen for more,” one participant said. Still, another participant 
said depending on the overall course workload and frequency of synchronous sessions, live 
sessions can go as long as 75 minutes, which gives instructors a little breathing room to really get 
into the content.  
#7. Use the scaffolding method to introduce material 
Because of the complexity of teaching both technical and storytelling skills, participants 
agreed on the importance of deliberately structuring course material in incremental, or 
scaffolded, ways. When evaluating the difficulty of a task, an instructor should consider what 
elements to incorporate in order to help support students’ learning and guide them along the way 
so content is presented in stages and bite-sized pieces. This can be used throughout the course, 
starting with introductory material on how to navigate software, to more complex material like 
editing and voicing techniques. Visuals are especially effective when teaching skills online, 
including screenshots, photos and videos. This works well because video is especially effective 
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at allowing students to start and stop as they follow along in learning a new software or technical 
skill. Participants recommended anticipating many questions on the technical side of the course. 
“Go through all the technical stuff very deliberately and chunk it off so students don’t get 
overwhelmed,” one participant said.  
#8.  Strike a balance between teaching technical versus storytelling skills 
While participants did not all agree on how much time to dedicate to the technical versus 
storytelling aspects of the course, a majority suggested focusing slightly more on the storytelling 
skills than the technical skills. Some participants suggested audio editing comes quicker to 
younger people who are already editing a lot of video these days. What they need to learn is how 
to tell a story using sound, which is the harder skill to master. This includes spending more time 
teaching interviewing skills because those translate to the core of what podcasters have to do. 
That said, participants said the technical skills should show up in every single module, because 
some students do get bogged down in the technology sometimes, and teaching the technical side 
is harder to translate in an online environment. Teaching the software can be achieved by letting 
students first work on files the instructor provides before asking the students to record their own 
audio files. This gives them an opportunity to become comfortable with the software without 
worrying about ruining a recording. Participants generally agreed the first third or half of the 
course should be dedicated to learning skills through assignments and the second part to working 
on the final project, a fully produced podcast episode.  
#9. Introduce various podcast styles but focus on one or two simple styles for the class 
project 
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Throughout the interviews, all 11 participants agreed an instructor should introduce 
various podcasting styles throughout the course, from the interview and first-person style, to the 
audio documentary and narrative styles. This can be achieved by listening to and critiquing one 
or two podcasts as a class throughout the semester, as well as curating a list of podcast episodes 
that highlight various skills. One participant said listening to podcasts can help students refine 
their own appreciation of the medium, especially if they’re doing so while also learning to make 
their own, and then noticing new things in the listening because they just tried to do that in the 
making. “That can be a really productive back and forth dynamic,” the participant said. That 
said, there was not an agreement on whether instructors should allow students to pick any style 
to work on for the final project. Participants with a background in radio suggested giving 
students just one or two options that include the simpler styles, like the interview style; while 
participants with instructional design and online pedagogy backgrounds suggested giving 
students as many options as possible. The audio professionals said documentary and narrative 
audio production is an advanced skill that requires gathering a lot of tape, something beginning 
students will not be ready to do within the time limitations of a typical semester. A 20-minute 
audio documentary, for example, is “an advanced skill and a lot of people who say they want to 
do it then realize how hard it is to actually do it,” one participant said. An interview format is a 
good way to go, another participant said, “because there are fewer things to control for 
editorially. It's a good way to focus on the technical piece, how to think about storytelling within 
just a single conversation, and how to edit...it gives you a pretty linear way to understand the 
building blocks of compelling things to listen to.” 
#10. Focus on making a podcast but also include lessons on other aspects of the industry 
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Because one of the core learning outcomes for an online podcasting course would be to 
actually make a podcast episode, all participants agreed an instructor should include lessons 
about other aspects of the industry, including podcast distribution and marketing, as part of the 
course. “You’re cutting yourself off at the knees if you don't think about the back half and how 
you're going to get it in front of people,” one participant said. Participants agreed these other 
aspects of the industry should be incorporated at the end of the course, but they did not reach an 
agreement on how many modules to dedicate to them. Still, they said incorporating these 
concepts fits well as one of the final steps in the scaffolding method mentioned above. “Too 
often, people are just so focused on making the thing and sending it out, that they don't put 
enough strategy, and the thing that they worked so hard on doesn't reach the number of people 
they want,” one participant said. While most participants said teaching both distribution and 
marketing was valuable, one participant suggested skipping the podcast marketing material 
altogether because to do it well would require too much time on marketing-focused material. The 
participant noted that lessons on music licensing, which is a much bigger part of creating a 
podcast, would be more valuable to students learning to create a podcast in a beginning course.  
#11. Offer an in-depth, curated resource page for students to supplement module lessons 
Throughout the interviews, participants reiterated the importance of making resources 
that are not necessarily linked to a specific lesson or module available to students. These could 
be presented as a curated resource library with links to longer tutorials on LinkedIn.com; 
equipment manuals; shorter how-to videos for all the technical aspects; reference material about 
interviewing and storytelling; ethics guides; and style guides. “The Internet can show a million 
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thing and that can be overwhelming to students. An online instructor’s role is to curate and 
guide,” one participant said. 
#12. Consider the role of the instructor to be more of a facilitator 
There's a lot of talk of teachers as facilitators that explores the question of when 
instructors move from imparting knowledge to facilitating knowledge. Throughout the 
interviews, participants generally agreed that with online education, there tends to be more 
emphasis on facilitating. That’s because there's so much self-paced learning that happens that the 
instructors naturally get pushed into that role. With that in mind, an instructor’s  role is to 
provide some subject matter expertise, the ability to answer questions, to help students’ refine 
their ideas, and to teach some principles about ethics as it relates to audio gathering, editing and 
storytelling. Instructors should not be gatekeepers, but rather coaches and allies who provide 
feedback throughout students’ journey to learn to make a podcast. “I provide the guidance, I talk 
to students, but in the end, I just make sure that they understand this is their own responsibility to 
learn, not mine, and for those students who ask me, I go all the way to help them,” one 
participant said.  Because online learning tends to benefit from a flipped model and lectures are 
not typically recommended synchronously, an instructor’s role further gets pushed to that of a 
facilitator to help generate discussion around ideas, techniques, and storytelling. Participants 
reiterated the value of instructors creating video recorded tutorials for the technical aspects of the 
class, so that students can work on those lessons out of class and then come to class with specific 
questions and discussion. They also suggested instructors offer lab and audio editing time as 
one-on-one or small group, synchronous sessions via Zoom screen sharing.  
#13. Set up material in learning management system with student usability in mind 
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When setting up course material for students, participants reiterated the importance of 
making things clear, easy to navigate and return to within the learning management system. The 
standard in online courses now is to have a “Start Here” page that gives students a step-by-step 
guide on how to get started in this course and actually says the things that instructors might think 
are obvious but may not be to students. Participants with a background in instructional design 
also recommended using many videos throughout the course, but a minimum of two, for the very 
beginning of the course. One would be an introduction video where the instructor has an 
opportunity to talk about the course goals, why they're important, how they're relevant, what 
students are expected to learn, and what the expectations are. This video can also show students 
how the course is designed by walking them through the overall course design, navigation, and 
what they're going to be doing. “It's really helpful, and the beautiful thing about that course intro 
video… is that it’s really a place for the professor to show their passion for the course and get 
students excited for what they're going to be learning,” one participant said. “And it kind of goes 
back to just adding in that human presence, that human element, that sometimes we feel can be 
lacking in an online course.” The second video would be a “Meet the Professor” video, which 
can sometimes be combined with the first video, that highlights some of the things that students 
tend to learn about an instructor organically in a classroom but that are often lost in an online 
setting. Participants also recommend some sort of syllabus quiz to help students understand what 
the goals and expectations are for the course and set them up for success.  
#14. Human connections and instructor presence are largest determinants of student 
engagement 
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Repeated throughout the interviews was the importance of an instructor’s connection 
with students in making an online class exceptional. ​“​I have seen a lot of courses that are 
incredibly well designed. They have everything. They have their micro-lectures. They have 
scaffolding. They have engaging assessments. But if the instructors are not engaged, a lot of that 
doesn't matter. Online courses often are considered to be like independent learning courses and 
that is not how it should be, ever,” one participant said, echoing the sentiment of all the others. 
This connection can be achieved by instructors showing their own vulnerability, sharing a bit of 
their personal life, and being willing to be funny and put themselves out there. Building that 
rapport and sense of belonging and trust is especially important in a class where students will be 
creating, sharing and critiquing content that they’re just starting to learn how to make. “This is a 
course where that kind of trust is going to be important because...some people are going to be 
providing peer feedback… so giving people lots of opportunities to buy in and also share things 
about themselves, bring themselves to class,” is important, one participant said. The instructor 
presence and availability is also important in an online podcasting course because podcasting is a 
topic with so much information already on the Internet, so what really differentiates this class 
from just watching how-to videos on YouTube, is having an instructor and a team, who can 
create a community to learn from and with.  
#15. It’s unclear what the long-lasting impact of the ongoing pandemic will be on online 
learning 
Participants agreed that whether people like it or not, online learning is not going 
anywhere, and not just in higher education, but across industries. The COVID-19 pandemic is 
forcing people across the globe into this space and participants noted how the events of 2020 
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have normalized online learning for a lot of people. While remote learning has presented 
challenges for many ​– ​especially instructors and students not intending to learn online in the first 
place ​– ​participants generally agreed that this moment will likely result in an increase in demand 
for more online education.  
Syllabus & Course Module 
The following section presents the final two deliverables. Using the findings from the 
interviews and subsequent best practices, I created a sample syllabus for an undergraduate online 
podcasting course housed within a journalism program at a university. The sample syllabus 
follows a standard 15-week college semester. It does not aim to reproduce an in-person class 
taught in an online setting, but rather is planned as a course conceived of and intended for online 
students from the beginning. I also built out the first module of that syllabus in the Canvas 











Elizabeth Baier, ​ebaier@email.unc.edu​, 919-907-0024 - office, 305-989-4281 - mobile 
 
Office Hours  1
12 noon - 1 p.m. Mondays and Wednesdays (via Zoom) 
Outside of these hours, office hours are available by appointment. You can also post questions to 
the weekly general discussion forum and I’ll respond there.  
 
Technical Questions 




Podcasting, or long-form audio journalism distributed digitally to consumers, represents one of 
the biggest and most recent transformations in journalism and communications in recent 
decades. This course explores the fundamental concepts and technical principles that underlie 
the creation of a podcast. Podcasts have matured since their early days and now encompass a 
wide variety of styles and storytelling techniques. As of October 2020, there were more than 1.5 
million podcast shows, with more than 34 million episodes, according to Podcast Insights. All this 
means more people -- from journalists and amateurs to celebrities and public figures -- are 
creating digital audio content than ever before. This course will provide a framework with which 
to conceptualize and workshop a podcast idea, teach the technical and audio production skills 
required to make a podcast, and refine your listening capacity throughout the semester. 
 
Course Learning Outcomes   3
Upon completion of this course, you will be able to:  
1 In addition to instructor engagement in Canvas discussion forums, I’ve set up office hours twice a week 
via Zoom to allow for robust student-instructor engagement. I kept the language on the site professional 
yet fun to encourage ease and trust. And I created an “Intro Video” to give students a little more 
background about the course and myself. These steps aim to enhance the human connection and 
instructor presence, which my interviewees agreed are two factors that help make an online class 
exceptional. 
2 The course is set up on Canvas, which allows for clear and simple student usability. Following the 
recommendations of my interviewees, I’ve created a “Start Here” video to help students navigate the 
course. Canvas is responsive and is set up to check for basic usability issues, like color contrast and 
alt-text. 
3 A primary takeaway from my interviews involved defining course learning outcomes first. This list is the 
result of identifying the desired results and designing activities that will help make those results happen.  
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● Differentiate between the various styles of podcasts 
● Record interviews using various audio recording tools in various settings 
● Write a story or podcast script using sound, also known as “writing for the ear” 
● Edit audio content using standard audio editing software 
● Record your own voice track in a conversational way 
● Listen carefully to audio storytelling and offer thoughtful, constructive criticism to peers 
● Have a foundational knowledge of the history and current state of the podcasting industry 
● Understand the basics of podcast distribution and marketing 
● Develop a pitch for a new podcast 
● Create a pilot episode for a new podcast  4
 
Prerequisite(s) 
Knowledge: ​Read and write standard business English 
 
Technical Skills: ​Have a working knowledge of Canvas, the learning management system - Use 
email with attachments - Create and submit files in commonly used word processing formats - 
Use Zoom video conference software.  
 
Technologies: ​Access to a computer - Internet access - Access to a browser, such as Chrome, 
Firefox, Internet Explorer, Edge, or Safari - Access to Microsoft Office software - Access to Adobe 
Cloud software (primarily Adobe Audition) - Access to a digital voice recorder, microphone, cable, 
and headphones.  
 
Oral Communication Component: ​No prerequisite exists for oral communication skills, although 
this course includes an oral communication component. You cannot receive a passing grade in 
this course if your oral communication skills are deficient. If you have any doubts about your 
ability to achieve competency in this area before starting the course, check with the instructor. 




● Abel, Jessica, ​Out on the Wire, The Storytelling Secrets of the New Masters of Radio, 
Broadway Books, 2015. 
● Biewen, John. ​Reality Radio: Telling True Stories in Sound​, The University of North 
Carolina Press, 2017. 
● Kern, Jonathan, ​Sound Reporting: The NPR Guide to Audio Journalism and Production, 
University of Chicago Press, 2008. 
 
4 My interviewees agreed one of the learning objectives for this course had to be for students to 
successfully produce a podcast episode. Therefore, students will not only learn about podcasts from a 
theoretical perspective, but the course will also culminate in a project that requires them to create a pilot 
episode.  
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Course Delivery and Cadence  5
This is an online course and all work will be completed online. Our course “weeks” start on 
Mondays and end on Sundays. I will post content (including instructional videos, readings, 
assignments, and discussion prompts) for a new week/module by 8 a.m. on Mondays. The first 
discussion post is due by 5 p.m. on Wednesday. A second post (your reply to a classmates’ post) 
is due by 5 p.m. Friday.   
 
Although the course is asynchronous, we will have an optional weekly synchronous session from 
7:30-8:30 p.m. on Thursdays.  This is meant to be a discussion of the week’s materials. We will 6
also use this time later in the semester to have listening and critique sessions. Finally, 
assignments are due by 8 p.m. on Sundays. 
 
While there is some flexibility to go through the weekly material at an individualized pace, we will 
move through the course as a cohort. This approach will allow us to interact in the discussion 





This course consists of 8 modules: 
 
Module 1: ​Course Welcome​, is an overview of the course. Here you will learn about the course 
structure and delivery and can download the course syllabus and recommended schedule. You 
will also have the opportunity to create a student bio video and meet your classmates. We will 
also discuss which podcast(s) we will be listening to throughout the semester as a class, 
introduce a broad overview of the history and current state of the podcasting industry, and 
discuss podcasting principles and ethics.   
 
Module 2: ​Foundational Concepts​ as it relates to ​Audio Equipment and Recording​. This module 
introduces you to concepts that form the foundation of preparing for audio recording. These 
include an introduction to audio recording equipment and field/remote recording techniques. 
5 While it was challenging to accept that the course should be almost entirely asynchronous, my 
interviews showed that the majority of work should happen this way, with synchronous sessions used 
sparingly and not be required. For that reason, I made the synchronous sessions optional throughout the 
semester. 
6 A one-hour synchronous session takes into account the recommended length of time my interviewees 
described for live sessions. I decided to go with one hour instead of 45 minutes since the sessions are 
optional and scheduled just once a week.  
7 Structuring the course in 8 modules helps reinforce the scaffolding method that was recommended 
throughout the interviews. The material is structured in incremental ways to facilitate learning of both 
technical and storytelling skills. Lessons start with simple technical skills and then build to more complex 
writing, mixing, and storytelling techniques.  
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This module will stress the best practices for gathering quality tape from various sources and in 
various ways.  
 
Module 3, ​Foundational Concepts ​as it relates to ​Audio Editing​, introduces you to Adobe 
Audition, the primary audio editing software we’ll be using in this class, and presents best 
practices for audio file management and usage.   
 
Module 4, ​Foundational Concepts ​as it relates to ​Interviewing Techniques. ​This module is 
concerned with the core of what podcasters do: interview people. Here you will learn how to 
properly research and prepare for an interview, prepare questions, listen actively and know when 
and how to go off script when interviewing sources.  
 
Module 5, ​Foundational Concepts ​as it relates to ​Podcast Writing​. This module will introduce 
you to how to log an interview, determine what format an episode will take, and write a script for 
the ear. You will consider how to structure a story script using various types of sound and how to 
write into and out of tape. 
 
Module 6, ​Foundational Concepts​ as it relates to ​Voicing​. In this module, you will consider the 
type of voicing and performance that works best for the specific kind of podcast you’re working 
on. This includes how to imagine a specific listener - your audience - and learn how to sound like 
you’re talking to that person. It will also include best practices for warming up, breathing and 
pacing.  
 
Module 7, ​Foundational Concepts ​as it relates to ​Mixing​. This module expands on Module 4 and 
introduces more complex audio editing and mixing techniques using Adobe Audition. It also 
discusses the use of music and ambient sound, as well as ethical considerations when 
manipulating audio files. 
 
Module 8, ​Pitching a Podcast, ​will focus on what elements you need to include in a success 
podcast pitch. This will include research, identifying a target audience, episode topics, and 
determining a podcast style. This pitch will be what you work on for the rest of the semester as 








8 Per the recommendation of my participants, this module will introduce students to various podcast styles 
but focuses on a couple for the class project. It also includes a lesson about podcast distribution and 
marketing to introduce students to other aspects of the industry, before students begin to work on their 
own podcast pitches.  
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Course Schedule At A Glance  9
 
9 This course schedule takes into account the need for students to learn technical skills but also dedicates 
ample time from weeks 8 to 15 to refining the creative skills required to make a podcast. This aligns with 
the recommendation my interview participants suggested to focus slightly more on the storytelling skills 
than the technical skills, since telling a story with sound is a harder skill to master than simply learning 
how to use equipment and software properly.  
 
Week  Topic  Assignment  




❏ Set up profile in Canvas 





❏ Listen to selected podcasts 
❏ Create and post student bio video 
 
Week 2   Module 2: Audio equipment and 
recording 




❏ Listen to selected podcasts 
❏ Assignment #1 
 





❏ Listen to selected podcasts 
❏ Assignment #2 
 





❏ Listen to selected podcasts 
❏ Assignment #3 
 
Week 5  Module 5: Podcast Writing  ❏ Weekly readings 
❏ Forum Post 
❏ Forum Reply 
❏ Listen to selected podcasts 












❏ Listen to selected podcasts 
❏ Assignment #5 
 
Week 7  Module 7: Mixing  ❏ Weekly readings 
❏ Forum Post 
❏ Forum Reply 
❏ Listen to selected podcasts 
❏ Assignment #6 
 





❏ Listen to selected podcasts 
❏ Podcast proposal topic list due 
 





❏ Listen to selected podcasts 
❏ Final podcast proposal due 
 





❏ Listen to selected podcasts 
❏ Pitch Day 
 





❏ Listen to selected podcasts 
❏ Source list for podcast pilot episode 
due 
 








Evaluations & Grading   10
You must complete all assignments to receive a passing grade in the course. Additional 
information for each assignment will be found within each module’s assignment section in 
Canvas. Grades will be determined from scores on the following: 
 
Weekly Discussion Boards  30 points 
As with most online classes, much of your work will be based on keeping up with weekly 
readings, reviewing material, and participating with your classmates on our discussion forum. A 
prompt will be posted each week. You are responsible for responding to that prompt along with 
at least one of your classmates’ prompts throughout the week. I am looking for critical thought 
out of these posts. Each post will require at least 2-3 paragraphs of written thought and feedback.   
 
Assignment #1 (Recording) 10 points 
This assignment requires you to record yourself in various scenarios and in various formats using 
proper recording techniques. 
 
10 The grading and evaluation in the course also follow a scaffolded approach by assigning the early, 
technical assignments fewer points than the more complex assignments later in the semester. Rubrics will 




❏ Listen to selected podcasts 
❏ Outline for podcast pilot episode due 
 





❏ Listen to selected podcasts 
❏ Script for podcast pilot episode due 
 





❏ Listen to selected podcasts 
❏ Rough mix for podcast pilot episode 
due 
 
Week 15  Final Projects: Podcast Pilot 
Episode 
❏ Final Podcast Pilot Episode due 
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Assignment #2 (Audio Editing) 10 points 
This assignment requires you to take audio files that have been provided to you and recreate a 
mixed story using Adobe Audition.  
 
Assignment #3 (Interviewing) 15 points 
This assignment requires you to interview several people using a variety of recording techniques 
and in a variety of recording scenarios.  
 
Assignment #4 (Writing) 20 points 
This assignment requires you to record and log an interview, determine the appropriate podcast 
style, and write through the script.   
 
Assignment #5 (Voicing) 20 points 
This assignment requires you to voice a podcast script highlighting various voicing techniques 
and select the most appropriate one for this particular assignment.  
 
Assignment #6 (Mixing) 20 points 
This assignment requires you recording an interview and mix in either relevant ambient sound or 
music to create a seamless listening experience.  
 
Final Project  40 points 
The final in this course will pull together everything that you have learned from class readings, 
discussions and assignments. It will require a successful podcast pitch and development, as well 
as execution of a complete, 15-30 minute podcast pilot episode. We will discuss the final in week 








Academic honesty is expected of all students in all discussion posts, assignments, and projects. 
All academic work should be done with high levels of honesty and integrity that the University 
demands. All work must be original and solely for this class. You are expected to produce your 
own work in this class, which includes obtaining your own recordings and audio files, and doing 
your own mixing and production work. No assignment may be submitted for credit that was 
prepared for another class. Use of former students’ audio is considered a breach of the honor 
 
A     155-165 points 
A-    150-154  
B+      145-149 
B        138-144 
B-       133-137 
C+      128-132 
C        122-127 
C-       117-121 
D+      112-116 
D        101-111 
F     100 or less 
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code. Under no circumstances should you fabricate a source, quote or sound bite. Do not ask a 
source to stage a sound or read from a prepared script. Staging is a form of fabrication and is an 




When submitting an assignment or project, use the following naming convention for your audio 
file: E.g., for project #1:​ Baier_Elizabeth_P1.mp3. ​Please submit .mp3 files only. 
 
Late Assignments 
Likely at some point in this class, you’ll encounter real-world, last-minute problems over which 
you will have little or no control - problems that will compromise your ability to get an assignment 
turned in on time. Stories shift. Plans fall through. Interviewees cancel appointments. Equipment 
malfunctions. Illness strikes. Know this and build a time cushion for yourself. In other words, don’t 
wait until the last minute. Late assignments will result in a 1-point drop in score every 24 hours 
after the due date/time. An assignment that’s not turned in within a week of its deadline will result 
in a zero grade for that assignment.  
 
Special Accomodations: 
If you require special accommodations to attend or participate in this course, please let the 
instructor know as soon as possible. If you need information about disabilities, visit the 
Department of Disability Services website.  
 
Netiquette 
In order to discuss ideas and lessons throughout the course, we will participate in discussion 
forums, synchronous sessions, and Office Hour Zoom sessions. Here are a few tips to practice 
good netiquette: 
 
For  Asynchronous Discussion Forums 
● Make sure your writing represents you in a professional, courteous manner.   
○ Use proper grammar, spelling, syntax and word choices in your posts. 
○ Do not use the forum for anything other than class-related discussion and 
assignments. One-line, “I agree!” or “That’s great!” statements fail to push the 
discussion forward. Give thought to your posts and replies. You can tell a 
classmate you agree but also tell them ​why​. 
○ Avoid emoticons and texting abbreviations. Write in complete sentences.  
● Be thorough and carefully proofread your work. 
○ Use examples and explanations to justify your opinions.  
● Be respectful. Remember your classmates are fellow humans and sharing personal work 
is an act of vulnerability. Be kind.  
○ It’s fine to have strong opinions, even to disagree, as long as you present your 
opinions rationally and use evidence to support them.  
○ Respect diversity of cultural backgrounds, ethnicity, religion, race, and gender. 
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○ Profanity and sexist/ageist/racist comments are unacceptable, so make sure not to 
use them. If you are the recipient of a comment like that, remain calm and report 
the issue to your instructor.  
○ Control your temper.  
● Take your posts seriously. They are not only part of your grade, but they are also part of 
your learning process. Make sure you are giving yourself the right learning environment, 
as well as supporting your colleagues’ learning with well-reasoned, informed, and 
respectful posts. 
 
For Synchronous Sessions and Zoom Office Hours 
Live video sessions require a level of intentionality so that other attendees can see and hear you. 
For anyone on the conference, instructor and students should:  
● Wear headphones or earbuds, and/or mute your audio when you are not 
speaking, to avoid feedback or ambient noise. 
● Attend your meetings in as quiet a space as possible, to avoid distractions. 
● Whenever possible, turn the camera on so your classmates can see you.  
● For your video, make sure you have lighting in front of you, and avoid bright light 
behind you.  
● Remove any clutter behind you, so that your classmates are not distracted.  
 
A Note of Thanks:  
Special thanks to the University of North Carolina System, Digital Learning Initiative for guidance 
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Screengrabs of sample course modules in Canvas  
 
Image 01: Screengrab of a sample Home page for an Intro to Podcasting course delivered on the 





Image 02: Screengrab of the sample module page for an Intro to Podcasting course delivered on 
the Canvas learning management system.  
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Image 03: Screengrab of the sample Week 1 Start Here Note in an Intro to Podcasting course 




Image 04: Screengrab of the sample Discussion Forum page in an Intro to Podcasting course 
delivered on the Canvas learning management system.  
 
 





Image 05: Screengrab of the sample Week 1 Discussion Forum post in an Intro to Podcasting 





Image 06: Screengrab of the sample Assignments page in an Intro to Podcasting course 
delivered on the Canvas learning management system.   
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Discussions/Implications 
This research aimed to answer the following three questions: What are the best practices 
for developing curriculum and determining class format for an online podcasting class? What 
specific teaching technology is the most useful when teaching skills-based courses online? What 
implications does the ongoing pandemic have on preparing future online courses in podcasting? 
After conducting interviews with a diverse group of audio professionals, instructional designers, 
and online pedagogy experts, I was able to conclude a series of shared themes and tactics that 
highlight best practices for teaching skills-based courses like podcasting online.  
The interviews were semi-structured, which allowed me to follow a script but also take 
individual conversations in slightly different directions and ask follow-up questions that 
provided more nuance and context to participants’ answers. It was helpful that all the participants 
have become proficient in using Zoom, the video conferencing platform, in recent months, since 
that facilitated the coordination of the interviews.  
 I was surprised by the overwhelming agreement by all participants of the importance of 
defining course objectives - and having one of them be for students to create a podcast - above 
all other technical and formatting considerations when planning an online podcasting course. I 
wasn’t sure what to anticipate when I asked questions about course structure and formatting and 
was surprised to learn how much learning students should do in asynchronous versus 
synchronous ways. I appreciated that much of the lectures and demonstrations should be 
structured as asynchronous lessons, while the conversations, idea thinking, and critiques should 
be done together, in a synchronous way. I was also surprised to learn how important class size 
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and duration of synchronous sessions are in being able to engage, but not tune out, students when 
meeting in real-time online. 
In thinking about teaching technical versus storytelling skills, I was surprised with 
participants’ consensus on the importance of using video to demonstrate as many skills as 
possible, rather than doing those demonstrations live. In general, I didn’t anticipate the use of so 
much instructional video when thinking of teaching a podcasting course online, but now 
understand its value, since video is such a powerful medium on the Internet, and audio 
production is better explained in visual ways, rather than with words, still images, or 
screengrabs.  
An overarching theme discussed by all participants was the use of a scaffolding method 
to introduce material, a technique I had intuited as a radio professional but did not know about in 
formal ways before this research. Furthermore, participants agreed on one other topic: the 
importance of making human connections and having instructor presence as being the largest 
determinants of student and online learning success. The very nature of online learning is very 
individualistic, which makes it more challenging to achieve group cohesion and trust in an online 
setting. In the case of an online podcasting class, students could, in theory, learn everything they 
need to learn to make a podcast by searching the Internet and watching tutorials on their own. 
But my interviews revealed what makes an online class valuable is for students to have instructor 
presence, engagement and guidance throughout the creative process. I found it very insightful to 
also think of the importance these human elements have when considering that a class like this 
will likely require peer and instructor critiques, which requires a heightened level of trust and 
vulnerability among classmates and instructors.  
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Finally, while it is impossible to know exactly what long-term impact of the pandemic 
will be on online learning, the events of 2020 have forced millions of students and teachers to 
take to online learning around the world. Those experiences have been varied, with many people 
finding it a useful medium to learn, while others finding huge problems, inequity concerns, and 
poor overall experiences. Still, at the very least, the pandemic has introduced and normalized 
online education for many, and I found it interesting that participants generally agreed that the 
demand for well-designed online education will likely increase as a result. I found it interesting 
also that a few participants said the technology and learning management systems used in online 
education are still lagging in terms of how content is presented in multimedia ways and will need 
to improve in order to give future students a more robust online education as possible.  
Conclusions 
I began this research in an attempt to connect the growing popularity of podcasting with 
journalism education, while filling a void in the literature when it comes to online audio 
education. Little did I imagine that during the time of this research, students, parents, and 
teachers across the world would be forced into online education because of the global COVID-19 
pandemic. That sudden exposure to online education has its benefits and drawbacks for the 
future of online learning and time will tell what long-term impact the pandemic will have on the 
method of instruction. The study’s findings reveal the difference between adapting an in-person 
class for an online setting versus thinking about and designing curriculum whose students are 
meant to be online students regardless of a pandemic.  
After conducting 11 in-depth interviews with audio professionals, instructional designers, 
podcasters, and online pedagogy experts, a series of common themes emerged that helped 
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organize both high-level as well as detailed best practices when planning and executing an online 
class. Some of the best practices speak to general recommendations for online education of any 
topic, while others address specific concerns when teaching audio storytelling and production. 
Overall, the research shows that many of the skills taught in an online podcasting course are 
transferable to an online setting, with demonstrations of software and editing techniques 
presenting the greatest challenge. Because of the current popularity of podcasting, the research 
also revealed opportunities to think about noncredit opportunities for online podcasting 
education. Further research of this kind could explore differences in design for curriculum that is 
intended for online students who may not necessarily be part of a formal university or 
institutional journalism program. Additionally, this research revealed the importance of 
instructor presence and community in a successful online podcasting course. Further research 
could also explore this in more nuance and consider the ways instructors can successfully 
establish that human connection and sense of community.  
The findings from this study are important because they add new, intersectional research 
to the existing literature on online education. At this moment, with the pandemic still forcing 
students and instructions into online spaces, there is an abundance of interest in how to best 
structure material for online courses, particularly with skills-based courses like podcasting. 
These findings can help offer a framework and instruct journalism educators and individual 
journalists who want to offer podcasting as an online course.  
Limitations 
While there is plenty of research on teaching online, in general, there is less information 
on best practices for teaching skills-based courses, like podcasting, online. This study helps 
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identify high-level themes to fill those gaps. While theoretical saturation was achieved through 
the interview process, some minor limitations should be taken into account in future studies. 
First, it is important to note my professional experience in traditional broadcasting and 
production. Due to my day-to-day work, I have a firm grasp on how to make audio products for 
broadcast and digital platforms. I have also taught in-person classes in audio journalism as an 
adjunct at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, but I’ve never taught a course online. 
Throughout the interview process, I worked to remain open-minded about what differentiates 
in-person with online teaching, while trying not to overlook or oversimplify skills I might have 
considered too basic in audio production. I also aimed to keep the platform front and center when 
designing the syllabus and sample course material.  
Another potential limitation involved the sampling for the research. My aim was to 
identify a group of 10 multi-disciplinary experts and/or professionals that covered the various 
topics in this study, from journalism educators to instructional designers and others. While I 
believe I achieved a good mix with this group, it’s hard to say if other research subjects would 
have helped uncover new themes, possibly shifting the concepts and findings. 
Another challenge involved interview modality. The interviews were all conducted using 
video recording software, which enabled me to not only record subjects’ verbal responses, but 
also to obtain data through visual cues such as body language. However, it is difficult to know if 
participants’ adapted their responses in any way to accommodate being video recorded, and if 
they would have answered differently had the interviews been conducted only by recording the 
audio. A final limitation involved the variability of the subjects’ backgrounds and areas of 
expertise. The goal of this research was to tap into a group of professionals, academics, and 
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pedagogy experts who could offer a broad spectrum of expertise -- an approach that was 
inherently variable. For the most part, this resulted in robust findings that varied slightly since 
participants’ offered results from varying points of view. In a handful of cases, however, this also 
made it hard for participants with certain areas of expertise to answer questions that were 
focused more on other topic areas. Taken as a whole, however, the findings helped identify 
themes and best practices for teaching a multi-disciplinary course like podcasting online.  
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To: (Potential Interviewee) 





My name is Elizabeth Baier, and I am a graduate student at UNC-Chapel Hill. I’m conducting 
research for my master’s thesis and am inviting you to participate in my study.  
 
The purpose of this research is to understand the best multi-disciplinary, pedagogical practices 
for teaching skills-based courses like podcasting online. I am inviting you to participate because 
of your work in online education, journalism, and/or podcasting. 
 
Being in this research is completely voluntary. If you agree to take part in this research, you will 
be asked to participate in a taped, one-on-one, in-depth interview with me, the researcher, to be 
conducted on Zoom video conferencing software. Your participation in this study will take about 
45 minutes, as this is the expected amount of time necessary for the interview to be conducted. I 
anticipate 10 people from various subfields of online education and podcasting will take part in 
this research study.  
 
You can choose not to answer any question you do not wish to answer. You can also choose to 
stop the interview at any time.  
 
To protect your identity as a research subject, no personal identifiers will be used. Your 
responses will remain anonymous with no opportunity to ascertain the identity of a research 
participant. You understand a risk of breach of confidentiality exists and assume that risk. 
 
If you have any questions about this research, please contact me, the Principle Investigator, by 
responding to this email or calling me at 305-989-4281. If you have concerns about your rights 
as a research subject, you may contact the UNC Institutional Review Board at 919-966-3113 or 
by email at ​IRB_subjects@unc.edu​. 
 
If you can’t participate in this study but have a colleague who might be interested, I would be 
grateful if you sent me their email address for further consideration.  
 
 









Interview Protocol Script 
 
Introduction: 
The purpose of this interview is to understand some of the best practices for designing and 
teaching a podcasting course online.  
 
You have been selected to participate because you have been identified as someone who has a 
great deal to share about podcasting, teaching, or online education. This research project as a 
whole focuses on improving the use of online platforms to teach audio production skills like 
podcasting.  
 
This research does not aim to evaluate your techniques or experiences. Rather, I am trying to 
learn more about teaching and learning using online platforms, and hopefully to learn how to 
design the best curriculum possible to help students learn a new skill on new platforms.  
 
You can choose not to answer any question you do not wish to answer. And you can also choose 
to stop the interview at any time. Your responses will remain anonymous. 
 
This is meant to be an informal, two-way conversation. I’m looking to hear your opinion and 
learn from your experience. If you have any questions or need clarification about a question, 




What is your current position and how long have you been in it? 
How long have you worked at your current employer or institution? 
 
Interview Questions 
Briefly describe your role as it relates to either podcasting, teaching, or online education. 
Possible probe: How did you get involved? 
How has your position changed?  
 
In thinking of teaching a course like podcasting online, how would you determine the best format 
or framework for the course? 
Possible probe: What are some biggest challenges? 
  Are there any misconceptions about the production process? 
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What are the biggest differences between teaching in-person and teaching online, specifically 
when it comes to teaching creative concepts and technical skills like audio production? 
Possible probe: What part of the process should get more instruction time (writing for  
radio, voicing, production, storytelling)? 
 
How would you describe the instructor’s primary role when teaching a course online? 
Possible Probe: How nuanced does instruction need to be?  
How much time should be dedicated to traditional lectures versus  
lab/hands-on time? 
 
Does class size matter? If so, what’s the ideal class size? 
Possible probe: Does student/instructor time zone matter? 
 
Do synchronous or asynchronous classes work best for teaching a skill like podcasting online?  
Possible probe: What material is taught more effectively in synchronous ways?  
What material is taught more effectively in asynchronous ways? 
 
Do live lectures or pre-recorded lectures work best when teaching skills like podcasting online? 
Possible probe: Is there an ideal length for live lectures? 
 
How much should an instructor know about the podcasting industry in general, and podcasting 
distribution, in particular? 
Possible probe: How much time should a podcasting course dedicate to topics beyond  
audio storytelling, like podcast distribution and marketing? 
 
Podcasts can take on so many different styles, from the interview podcast to audionarratives to 
documentaries. How does an instructor best determine which style to teach, or should various 
styles be included in curriculum? 
Possible probe: How much time should be dedicated to each course module? 
 
What is a good balance between teaching audio storytelling skills with teaching the technical 
side of audio production, including audio editing? 
Possible probe​: Should instructors modify a syllabus to accommodate a particular cohort’s  
learning curve? 
 
Another consideration in online learning is how to offer lab time to learn audio editing software. 
What is the most effective way to teach software online (video demonstrations of techniques, 
online simulations, breakout rooms, use of whiteboards, etc)? 
Possible probe: How much additional time should instructors give students who do not  
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pick up the technical skills as fast as others? 
 
Teaching online can incorporate various other technologies and web tools, like screenshared 
lectures, video recordings, and images. What additional tools are the most effective in teaching 
audio skills online? 
Possible probe: Is there a risk in using too many tools? 
 
What are reasonable expectations for an instructor to set for an online podcasting course?  
Possible probe: What should the end product or goal be? 
 
What other orientation material, if any, should an online instructor create in order to provide 
support to students in an online environment (ie. making FAQ videos, offering online quizzes to 
help explain course expectations, creating instructions for downloading necessary software and 
files)? 
Possible probe: Why do you say that? 
 
What implications does the ongoing pandemic have in preparing future online courses in 
podcasting? 
Possible probe: Why do you say that? 
 
How do you assess whether students grasp the material you present in an online class? 
Possible Probe: Do you use evidence of student learning in your assessment of classroom 
strategies? 
 
(If applicable)​ What motivates you to participate in developing podcasting training and 
curriculum? 
 
(If applicable) ​What motivates you to improve online learning for students? 
 
If you had to name one thing that makes the difference between an average online course and an 
exceptional one, what would it be? 
Possible probe: Why do you say that? 
 




Thank you for participating in this interview. It has been extremely insightful to hear your 
responses and learn more about how to develop curriculum and determine class format for an 
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online podcasting class. It’s also interesting to hear this in the context of the current pandemic 
and consider the implications it might have on the future online learning. I appreciate your time 
and look forward to evaluating your responses to gauge best practices for online podcasting 
instruction. Do you have any other questions before we wrap up? 
 
 
 
